Warehouse Worker
As a kid, did you love playing Tetris (or are maybe even still setting high scores)? Was your Lego
organized and colour coded? Did you choose carpentry over chemistry for your high school electives?
And now, is your kitchen pantry alphabetized and you keep a mental inventory of all your condiments
and spices, and rotate perishables by expiry date?
If that sounds familiar, you just might have the spatial awareness, attention to detail, and planning
skills we’re looking for. Being a Material Handler in our Shipping & Assembly group could be your
next great gig.
You pay attention to the details, whether that’s labelling inventory bins so your colleagues can easily
find things or keeping our yard organized so truck drivers can safely access and unload products.
As part of our Warehouse group, which is in our Operations Division, what you do in a day has an
impact on every other department. You make sure what our vendors supply meets our quality
standards, and you make sure that everything our Production team builds is carefully assembled and
packaged securely.
A day in the life of our Material Handlers varies from reading blueprints and specs to building the
pallets you’ll carefully (and creatively) pack with the stainless steel components on their way to
communities across the globe. At times you’ll be in receiving mode, and at times, you’ll be in
shipping mode. You’re always in quality and safety mode though, regardless if you’re picking parts
and assembling items or verifying contents of deliveries.
You’ll use all kinds of tools and equipment in your work, from computers and handheld scanners to
power tools and even forklifts.
If you’ve completed grade 12 (or equivalent), have worked in a manufacturing and fabrication shop,
ideally, and know your way around power tools and have experience in safely operating forklifts, we’d
like to hear from you. We need a true team player: someone who will never utter, “That’s not my job.”
and instead, wonders, “How can I help make this better?”- constantly seeking solutions, efficiencies
and improvements.
We want to get to know you better—what motivates you, your communication style, how you make
decisions—so ask all applicants to complete this short assessment by following this link to the
Predictive Index. We promise: The Predictive Index is not an aptitude test, and there are no right or
wrong answers.
Please apply to careers@waterplay.com with “Warehouse Worker" in the subject line or via mail,
no later than May 21, 2021 to: Careers
Waterplay Solutions Corp.
805 Crowley Ave
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WMI has a COVID-19 plan in place to ensure the health and safety of our employees, customers, and
vendors. We continue to adjust this plan in compliance with WorkSafeBC and provincial health
guidelines.
We’re grateful for everyone who invests time and energy to apply and we will directly contact those
of you we’re keen to learn more about.
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